CITY WATER CIRCLES NEWSLETTER NO6 NOV 2021
Dear Reader,
In the recent months City Water Circles project elaborated national level policy recommendations for an
improved circular water management, and the recommendation papers are now available for the public.
Despite of hard difficulties and rising prices in European construction industry, the project partners were
working hard on finalizing the pilot investments. We are happy to bring them closer and share nice news
and videos.

TURIN GREENROOF PILOT VIDEOS
What is the basic concept? What are the
challenges of rainwater collection and
purification of the harvested treasure (the
rainwater)? How does a lavender take part in
community building?
Watch out new videos and learn more about
the brand new rooftop garden of Turin.

READ MORE

FINAL CWC PILOT EVENT HELD IN SPLIT
On October 28th 2021, Public institution RERA
S.D. in cooperation with Split Water and
Sewerage Company Ltd., organized the final
pilot event within the project "City Water
Circles" – CWC at the University of Split,
Faculty of Civil Engineering, Architecture and
Geodesy (FGAG).

READ MORE
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NEW TECHNOLOGIES OF WATER REUSE IN MARIBOR
It’s time to think on wastewater in a different
way. The City Water Circles pilot action of
Mariborski Vodovod demonstrates technical
innovation in threatening and reuse of purified
black water and harvested rainwater.
Can be wastewater the new construction
material? Check the short video of the pilot action
and have a look on the investment.
READ MORE

GRAND OPENING IN TURIN
Open House Torino fest is designed to allow people to visit
houses, buildings and places of interest that are not usually
accessible, and thus discover the wealth of architecture and
the urban landscape. The Turin pilot project was one of the
open locations and presented for the visitors.

READ MORE
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POLICY RECOMMENDATION PAPERS FOR CE-COUNTRIES
Since beginning of the summer 2021, project
partners in participating regions, started with
organization of national roundtables, with the
purpose to identify the most relevant policy
recommendations, that can contribute to the
boost of the circular water use in CE countries.

READ MORE

BYDGOSZCZ BOASTS A RAINGARDEN
For several weeks in Bydgoszcz, we have been
happy about the new green and blue
infrastructure created as part of the CWC
Water cycle in the city project. A rain garden
was created next to the historic palace on the
premises of the Waterworks Museum, which is
a pilot activity carried out as part of the
project.

READ MORE
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